**Picture Books**

- A Bad Case of the Stripes  
  J PICTURE SHANON
- Bartholomew and the Oobleck  
  J PICTURE SEUSS
- Happy Birthday To You!  
  J PICTURE SEUSS
- I Have an Olive Tree  
  J PICTURE BUNTING
- It’s Mine!  
  J PICTURE LIONNI
- McElligot’s Pool  
  J PICTURE SEUSS
- A Picnic in October  
  J PICTURE BUNTING
- Sally Jean, the Bicycle Queen  
  J PICTURE BEST
- Smoky Night  
  J OLDER READER PICTURE BUNTING
- Tar Beach  
  J PICTURE RINGGOLD
- Two Bad Ants  
  J PICTURE VAN ALLSBURG
- The Wreck of the Zephyr  
  J PICTURE VAN ALLSBURG
- Weslandia  
  J PICTURE FLEISCHMAN

**Easy Readers**

- Oh Say Can You Say?  
  J EASY SEUSS

**Fiction**

- The Adventures of Captain Underpants  
  J FICTION PILKEY
- Attack of the Mutant  
  J PB GOOSEBUMPS [Series]
- Bad Kitty For President  
  J FICTION BRUEL
- Bad Kitty Gets a Bath  
  J FICTION BRUEL
- Bad Kitty School Daze  
  J FICTION BRUEL
- Bad Kitty VS. Uncle Murray  
  J FICTION BRUEL
- Encyclopedia Brown, Boy Detective  
  J FICTION LOBEL
- Fantastic Mr. Fox  
  J FICTION DAHL
- Flurry of the Snombies  
  J PB NOTEBOOK OF DOOM [Series]
- George’s Marvelous Medicine  
  J FICTION DAHL
- Happy Birthday, Bad Kitty!  
  J FICTION BRUEL
- Riding Freedom  
  J FICTION RYAN
- The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales  
  J FICTION SCIESZKA
- Time Warp Trio [Series]